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Abstract. This paper presents a new solution to the expression problem
(EP) that works in OO languages with simple generics (including Java
or C#). A key novelty of this solution is that advanced typing features,
including F-bounded quantification, wildcards and variance annotations,
are not needed. The solution is based on object algebras, which are an
abstraction closely related to algebraic datatypes and Church encodings.
Object algebras also have much in common with the traditional forms
of the Visitor pattern, but without many of its drawbacks: they are
extensible, remove the need for accept methods, and do not compromise
encapsulation. We show applications of object algebras that go beyond
toy examples usually presented in solutions for the expression problem.
In the paper we develop an increasingly more complex set of features for
a mini-imperative language, and we discuss a real-world application of
object algebras in an implementation of remote batches. We believe that
object algebras bring extensibility to the masses: object algebras work in
mainstream OO languages, and they significantly reduce the conceptual
overhead by using only features that are used by everyday programmers.
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Feature-Oriented Programming
with Object Algebras

Abstract. Object algebras are a new programming technique that enables a simple solution to basic extensibility and modularity issues in
programming languages. While object algebras excel at defining modular features, the composition mechanisms for object algebras (and features) are still cumbersome and limited in expressiveness. In this paper
we leverage two well-studied type system features, intersection types and
type-constructor polymorphism, to provide object algebras with expressive and practical composition mechanisms. Intersection types are used
for defining expressive run-time composition operators (combinators)
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combinators. Such generic
interfaces can be used as a type-safe front
end
for a generic implementation of the combinators based on reflection. Additionally, we also provide a modular mechanism to allow diﬀerent forms
of self -references in the presence of delegation-based combinators. The
result is an expressive, type-safe, dynamic, delegation-based composition
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interface IEval { int eval(); }
technique for object algebras, implemented
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implementation of recursive data types more extensible. In this short
paper we report our experience in using Object Algebras in building
a realistic domain-specific language (DSL) for questionnaires, called
1 led Introduction
QL . This experience has
to a simple, yet powerful set of tools
for the practical and flexible implementation of highly extensible
languages.
Feature-oriented programming (FOP)

Revisiting Visitors for
Modular Extension of Executable DSMLs

}

IEval lit(int n) { return () -> n; }
IEval add(IEval l, IEval r) {
return () -> l.eval() + r.eval();
}
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trait IEval { def eval() : Int }
is often used to allow operations to be added to object-oriented data abstractions,
return alg.add(alg.lit(1), alg.lit(2));
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def print() : String
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Reuse across technological
spaces
•

Technological space: modelware, grammarware,
ontologyware, …

•

All related to language engineering, but different
concepts, frameworks, toolkits etc.

•

How to make the strengths and tools from different
spaces available to each other?
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Domain
Expert 1
machine Button
state On
on push ⇒ Off
end
state Off
on push ⇒ On
end
end
Interpreter, refactorings
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System
Integrator
FSM fsm =

push

new FSMBuilder("Button")
.init("On")
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Oﬀ
push

.to("Off").on("push")
.state("Off")
.to("On").on("push")
.build();
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Integration, reuse

Figure 1. Three incarnations of the same FSM model in
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Synchronizing shapes

Live modeling
•

Live programming: make programming experience
more fluid by getting rid of slow edit-compile-run
cycle

•

Live modeling: do the same for domain-specific
modeling languages

•

Question: when the language user changes the
program, how should we migrate the run-time
state?

the execution of the model. rmpatch receives model deltas
from tmdiff and evolves the execution accordingly. To avoid
information loss and invalid run-time states, rmpatch can
Toward livebe
domain-specific
languages
extended
to define custom, language-specific migration
From text differencing to adapting models at run time
policies. rmpatch is used in
the
development
of
a
live
state
2016
machine DSL, which allows simultaneous editing and using
of state machine definitions.
To the best of our knowledge, this
paper is the first
work
Implementing
run-time
connecting the worlds of model differencing
and dynamic
state migration
Future
adaptation of
modelswork
at run time. Nevertheless,
some
impormanually, is
languagetant directions for further research remain.
Thetedious
most imporspecific,
and
tant directions are formalizing the relation
between static
error-prone
metamodel and (extended) run-time metamodel of a DSL,
investigating how dependencies between edit operations can
be inferred and used to (re)order their application, and determining how to separately model and maintain run-time
state migration scenarios at a higher level of abstraction.
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Abstract Live programming is a style of development characterized by incremental change and immediate feedback.
Instead of long edit-compile cycles, developers modify a
running program by changing its source code, receiving
immediate feedback as it instantly adapts in response. In this
paper, we propose an approach to bridge the gap between
running programs and textual domain-specific languages
(DSLs). The first step of our approach consists of applying
a novel model differencing algorithm, tmdiff, to the textual
DSL code. By leveraging ordinary text differencing and origin tracking, tmdiff produces deltas defined in terms of the
metamodel of a language. In the second step of our approach,
the model deltas are applied at run time to update a running
system, without having to restart it. Since the model deltas
are derived from the static source code of the program, they
are unaware of any run-time state maintained during model
execution. We therefore propose a generic, dynamic patch
architecture, rmpatch, which can be customized to cater for
domain-specific state migration. We illustrate rmpatch in a
case study of a live programming environment for a simple
Communicated by Prof. Alfonso Pierantonio, Jasmin Blanchette, Francis Bordeleau, Nikolai Kosmatov, Prof. Gabriele Taentzer, Prof. Manuel
Wimmer.
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DSL implemented in Rascal for simultaneously defining
and executing state machines.
Keywords Live programming · Domain-specific
languages · Text differencing · Model patching · Adapting
models · Models at run time

1 Introduction

The “gulf of evaluation” represents the cognitive gap between
an action performed by a user and the feedback provided to
her about the effect of that action [23]. Live programming
aims to bridge the gulf of evaluation by shortening the feedback loop between editing a program’s textual source code
and observing its behavior. In a live programming environment, the running program is updated instantly after every
change in the code [34]. As a result, developers immediately
see the behavioral effects of their actions and learn predicting how the program adapts to targeted improvements to the
code. In this paper, we are concerned with providing generic,
reusable frameworks for developing “live DSLs”, languages
whose users enjoy the immediate feedback of live execution. We consider such techniques to be first steps toward
providing automated support for live languages in language
workbenches [8].

Nextep: constraint-based
run-time state migration
•

Describe the relation between the abstract syntax
of the language and its run-time state structure
using constraints

•

When a program is edited, use constraint solving
to find a new run-time state compatible with the
new version
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Future of ALE
•

Applying for new term 2020-2023

•

Continue in the same research line

•

New topics to explore:
•

Live computational notebooks

•

Collaborative live modeling

Towards Live Notebooks
•

Notebooks: popular style of literate programming
•

data science, scientific programming

•

think: Mathematica

•

Generic techniques for constructing notebooks for
arbitrary DSLs

•

Making notebooks “live”

Agile Language Engineering
•

Productive collaboration between CWI SWAT and
INRIA DiverSE

•

Improving language engineering and language use
in the context of domain-specific languages

•

5 publications, numerous workshops, 3 awards.

•

On to version 2.0!
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